Return the focus of
healthcare to your patients
What is Direct Primary Care?
With Direct Primary Care (DPC), employers pay a fixed
monthly fee for their employees and dependents to
receive standard primary care services.
EverMed DPC works with independent CCPN
practices to offer a great way to improve
patient care while also improving revenue.
Most importantly, you get to focus your
care back where it belongs—on the patient.
Direct Primary Care is not insurance. It is an
affordable option for individuals, families and
employers to receive quality, local, personal medical
care. There are no co-pays to collect. Patients reduce
their out of pocket costs and employers lower their
total health care spend.
EverMed DCP PMPM
Individual
Individual +1
Family up to 4
Additional family members
Members < 2years of age

Clinic PMPM
$60
$125
$180
$33
$40 PMPM Rider

Why become an EverMed
DPC affiliate?
EverMed DPC provides:
· A new healthy stream of patients
· Increased revenue per patient on average
· Consistent practice revenue each month
· Reduced administration, as there is no billing to chase
· EverMed Members have full insurance coverage
through their employer
EverMed DPC expands every CCPN practice's
reach with national and regional employer
groups.
There is no cost and no risk to sign up. You
decide how many DPC patients your practice is
able to take at any point in time.

To begin accepting DPC patients in
your clinic, call us at CCPN today.
Getting started is simple and easy!
For more information,
please contact:

Returning the focus to the patient.

Catherine Battle: cbattle@n3cn.org / 919-926-3911
__________________________________________
Jessica Whelan: jwhelan@n3cn.org /919-516-8121
__________________________________________
Shelley Keir: skeir@n3cn.org / 919-926-3892
__________________________________________

EverMed DPC and your practice create a
true win-win-win
Patients receive excellent access to care and save in out-ofpocket costs.
Employers achieve total health care savings.
Primary care practices win too. Accepting DPC patients
improves practice revenue while also drastically reducing
administrative burdens, since there is no billing necessary.
DPC is a more efficient care model. Since there is no more
checking the box for insurance, you get to focus on caring for
what the patient really needs.
You get to return healthcare to where it was meant to be all
along...between you and the patient.

Sample Practice EverMed DPC Revenue

Patient Plan Population: 500

Patient Plans

Individual
Individual +1
Family up to 4
Additional family members
Total Revenue

Clinic
Revenue
Per Plan
$60
$125
$180
$33

Plan
Ratio
42%
12%
27%
19%

Clinic
Revenue
Per Month
$12,600
$7,500
$24,300
$3,135

Annual
Clinic
Revenue
$151,200
$90,000
$291,600
$37,620

100%

$47,535

$570,420

EverMed DPC affiliated practices never pay for EverMed DPC’s services.
Our fees are paid for by employers and members.

For more information,
please contact:

_____________________
Jessica Whelan: jwhelan@n3cn.org / 919-516-8121
_____________________
Shelley Keir: skeir@n3cn.org / 919-926-3892
_____________________

Catherine Battle: cbattle@n3cn.org / 919-926-3911
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